
NOTE: THIS ARTICLE IS ABOUT CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. IT 
CONTAINS SOME EXPLICIT INFORMATION. IF THIS INFORMATION WOULD MAKE YOU 

UNCOMFORTABLE, YOU SHOULD CHOOSE A DIFFERENT ARTICLE 

Research Article #2—Violence in Couples 
Research Requirement 

Psychology 350 

This is one of the articles you may read and report about for your research component. Critiquing this article is worth 3 
research credits.  Each report will be graded on a pass/fail basis. To get a passing grade, it must be clear that you read 
the article and have a basic understanding of it. Only passing grades count towards the research component. Remember 
you must pass the research requirement to receive a grade for this class. 

Instructions 
1. Read the vocabulary words and background information.
2. Read the questions you will be asked to answer about the article.
3. Read the article, making notes on the answers to the questions as you find them.
4. Type up your responses to the questions on separate paper.
5. Keep a copy of your paper (if I can’t find it,  you have to produce a copy for me or lose the points)
6. Put the complete answers in my mailbox in room 237 Burnett Hall or email it to cgarbin@unl.edu

On the top of the page put your name, section number, and student ID number. Please number each question, type 
out the complete question and then type your answer. Single or double spacing is fine. Make sure your responses use 
complete sentences. 

Vocabulary 
These are the key scientific terms that you may not know. There may be other vocabulary with which you are not familiar. 
Check a dictionary. 
Somatic complaints-health problems 
Intimate partners-girlfriends, boyfriends, husbands, wives. 
Popular press-generally non-scientific books written by mental health professionals for the general public. For example, 
self-help books you would find at Barnes and Noble. 

Background Information 
The first author on this article is Prof. David DiLillo. He is a clinical psychologist who is interested in the adult romantic 
relationships of women who were sexually abused as children. If you find this article interesting and could like to continue 
learning more about psychology, you could take a class from Prof. DiLillo or speak with him about helping with his 
research for course credit. His office is in Burnett Hall. 

Questions for the Report 
1. What is the title of this article?
2. What is this article about, and why does it say it is important for psychologists to study this topic? Use your own

words.
3. The independent variable is what the researcher manipulates. How many independent variables and what were

they?
4. The dependant variable(s) is what the researcher measures to see what happens with the independent variable.

How many dependent variables were there and what were they?
5. Who were the participants in this experiment?
6. If you had been in this experiment, what would you have seen/heard/done? In other words, generally describe

what the researcher asked the participants to do. Not all participants did exactly the same thing so be sure to
indicate those differences. Use your own words.

7. What was done to control confounds in this study?  What confounds were controlled and what do you think were
uncontrolled – be explicit!

8. In your own words, describe the primary conclusions from this research.
9. How might the findings in this study be applied (say something that the author(s) didn’t!!).






































